
It is Komoot’s Mission
To Enable Great Outdoor Experiences



The internet enabled everyone to share 
information and opinions

Content creation and evaluation became more democratic



Important platforms & communities

Everyone (verified buyer) creates reviews
Adding ratings, reviews, photos became democratic 

Algorithms recommend based on reviews and 
personal preference

Customers decide based on recommendations



Important platforms & communities

Everyone creates pictures, news, videos, text
Content creation became more democratic 
Information is accessible for (nearly) everyone

Algorithms recommend based on engagement

Platforms and content creating communities 
became a huge part of our daily life and decisions



How does inspiration and content 
creation work at komoot 

How does it compare to other outdoor platforms?



It’s for everyone who wants to experience more... 

Endurance Road Leisure Cyclist Bike Packer

Leisure MTBAll-Mountain

WalkingHiking Trail RunningTrekking

2.8 Million 
Mountain 

Bikers

4.3 Million 
Hikers

5.0 Million 
Cyclists



Komoot is changing the way people explore

Ready-Made 
Inspiration

Sport-Specific 
Routing

Tell Your Story &
Be a Local Expert 

Voice Navigation 
& Offline Maps



Maps: Represent the reality

Maps data represents the reality: 
● It can either be true or false
● It is not an opinion or recommendation
● Either there is a 30cm wide gravel path or not

Data source at komoot: OpenStreetMaps
● OSM is a community of 5.6 million taking care about the accuracy
● OpenStreetMaps works like Wikipedia but for geo-data
● 5.6 million users create the most detailed and up-to-date map 
● Data of OSM is used by 

○ Outdoor: Garmin, Bosch, Wahoo, Bikemap, Outdooractive,...
○ Mobility & commerce: MapBox, Scout,... 



Tour-Recommendation: Opinions

8 million users use komoot
They upload millions of tracks each month 

They also upload millions of photos each month

Showing them all doesn’t make sense!

To deliver 
personalized recommendation and search, 

one needs creation & curation

Weekly tour uploads at komoot



Road bike Göttingen: Editorial vs. Uncurated vs. Curated

Editorial: Does not exist for cities 
(where most people live)

Only exist in tourism destinations

Uncurated Community: 
Either sparse

Uncurated Community: 
Or overcrowded with low value

How does komoot curate millions of files uploaded per month to create great recommendations?



Pioneers – experts at 
discovering something new

Pioneers are the explorers that lie at the heart of komoot. 
Ordinary people with an extraordinary curiosity, they 
adventure for the sake of discovery—and they’ll keep 
exploring until they experience it all. They tour the great 
outdoors with komoot at their side—and they share the 
expertise they gain, one Highlight at a time.

Discovering the Wilds of 
Scotland

For The Love of 
Discovery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc1SszONktg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jijBnEg1x1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc1SszONktg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc1SszONktg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jijBnEg1x1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jijBnEg1x1c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uc1SszONktg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jijBnEg1x1c


With Pioneers millions discover in Göttingen, 
Mallorca everywhere



User recommendations enable millions to explore more



Let’s change
the way

people explore!

Let’s talk
Markus Hallermann 
CEO & Co-founder 

markus@komoot.com

www.komoot.com/b2b

http://www.komoot.com/b2b


Brands @komoot



Challenges as or related to a platform

Accuracy of map data: A community of 5.6 million OSM mapper is the best one can get currently, better and faster 
than any editorial or state data. If you know updates, please just add your knowledge to this common database. 

Fake reviews: Very rare at komoot since only people that visited (GPS track) can vote a Highlight. Additionally the 
direct commercial interest in rating up or down a Highlight with great view is low. 

Hot Spots & “Over-Tourism”: The user based recommendation enables scalable recommendations. Users discover 
unknown treasures nearby at home or in the next village. Something not possible editorial. “Die Alpen sind leer und 
die Mittelgebirge erst recht.” Komoot helps to discover the unknown.

Legal/access reports: 0.3% of all Highlight reports (we handle in total ~50,000 reports per year) are legal/access 
reports. Most of these reports are “People (hikers & cyclists) access land they are not allowed”. We review all 50,000 
and all legal/access claims. 80% of false reports. It is the farmer, hunter or the forestry that simply doesn’t want others 
to access nature they utilize for business. We act on valid reports, most probably deleting the user tour. Hikers vs. 
MTBer is not a case happening at komoot (Its mostly a media bubble and false arguments by farmers, hunters & 
forestry).



The biggest outdoor platform in Europe

Komoot inspires more than 8 million users to 
explore more of the great outdoors.
+100% new user growth year over year
  

Up until now, our apps have received more 
than 50,000 five-star reviews – and counting!

We’ve been awarded several times with Editor's 
Choice and App of the Year by both Apple and 
Google. We’ve been official Launch Partner for 
several Apple, Google and Samsung Devices and 
are working with the world's best brands.

We are a growing team of 55 people. Highly 
motivated to “Change the Way People Explore”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5-slBFdZdA
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.komoot.android
https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/komoot-fahrrad-outdoor-routenplaner/id447374873?mt=8
https://www.komoot.com/b2b
https://www.komoot.com/jobs


It is Komoot’s Mission
To Enable Great Outdoor Experiences



People spend their time mobile!



Mobile Focus of Komoot:
Awards from Apple & Google

Google Editors Choice & Top Developer

Apple: Recommended by Editors Team

Users: More than 50,000 5-star reviews

Komoot is now the leading 
cycling navigation app in 

Germany



Komoot USP: Mobile (& Web) Route Planning & Navigation

Mobile-First route 
planning

Route profile 
overview

Terrain and 
Surface Overview

Details including 
highlights and off 

grid sections



Partner Solutions & Reference Cases: 

GPS device by Wahoo: 
Turn-by-turn directions

(Profile Connect) 

E-bike display by Flyer:  
Turn-by-turn directions

(BLE Connect, no GPS needed) 

GPS device by Garmin:  
Breadcrumb navigation 

(Profile Connect) 

Smartwatch by Apple:  
Turn-by-turn directions 

(Komoot - WWDC launch partner) 

Plan with Komoot. Navigate with any device



Competitors


